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Abstract
This article aims to concept of the curriculum is its form, independence in thinking has been determined by educators with the meaning that the main spearhead is educators in helping success in education. This study aims to describe the concept of the KBK, KBM, KTSP, K13, and Merdeka curriculum innovation models. This type of research is a literature review, using journal articles that have been collected from the period 2018-2022. Based on the journal articles that have been used, the following results are obtained: (a) Focusing on the community, with learning resources using textbooks or the community itself. Being disciplined in class is a shared obligation not based on coercion. The main point of the teaching method is to solve problems in order to meet the various needs of all parties. Major schemes for learning include field trips, as well as resource persons from the community survey. (b) the innovative parts of KTSP include the application of life skills learning, as well as self-development in terms of characteristics and other needs. (c) Study preparation is an important part of learning administration including syllabus and lesson plans. After completing the preparation of lesson plans, move on to the implementation of learning that focuses on 3 points, namely: a scientific approach where the learning process is carried out in the classroom, assessment based on plans and case-based studies. The assessment used in the 2013 curriculum is authentic assessment, various types of test models such as observation, portfolio; (d) The main policy is the implementation of national assessments, competencies and character surveys, in which the assessment emphasizes student literacy and numeracy. Second, assessment facilities based on the internet of things, augmented reality and the use of artificial intelligence in assessment.


Abstrak

In this universe, the common occurrence is change, and nothing is exempt from it. One crucial aspect of learning is the curriculum, as it is a part of education, from the perspective of the implementers, namely educators and educational institution heads. The form of curriculum renewal and development should be based on a well-conceived vision and objectives, in order to produce graduation competencies that encompass skills, behavior, and knowledge.

Education is an essential pillar of society that shapes the future of a nation. The curriculum is the backbone of education that determines the knowledge, skills, and values imparted to the learners. Over the years, various curriculum development models have been implemented in Indonesia, such as KBK, KBM, KTSP, K13, and the recently introduced Merdeka Curriculum. These models aimed to revolutionize the education system by incorporating new pedagogies, emphasizing critical thinking, and nurturing 21st-century skills among students. However, the implementation of these models has been a subject of debate and criticism. In this critical analysis, we will examine these models' strengths and weaknesses, assess their effectiveness in preparing students for the future, and explore the need for further innovation in curriculum development to ensure that Indonesian learners are equipped with the skills and knowledge to thrive in the 21st century.

The curriculum is established based on its fundamentals, so each school is required to create and implement it according to the technical instructions and implementation provided by the central government. And in accordance with the times, so as to produce a millennial generation that understands the material and various knowledge gained from educators.

Another way to take into account the updates that occur in global development is by incorporating vocational education into the curriculum to provide skills and abilities to thrive in a rapidly changing world. The emergence of changes in the curriculum is caused by the demands
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of the times, social and cultural factors, academics, or industry. The resulting consequences are reflected in changes in understanding, skills, and behavior. One skill that educators must develop nowadays is computer literacy, as technology is meant to reduce the difficulties that are often experienced by humans.5

To address these challenges, innovation is needed. One important aspect of knowledge innovation is the curriculum, as well as all parts contained within the educational institution. Until now, the implementation of the curriculum in each school has undergone several changes, each with a strong foundation.6 Indeed, it cannot be denied that all forms of updates and developments aim to achieve a national education that encompasses various aspects.7 These aspects include effective work procedures regarding time and materials, despite various limitations, as well as the moral revolution that each individual must possess to fulfill their obligation in building the quality of education.8 Therefore, as Indonesian citizens who understand the importance of quality education, we must hold a collective responsibility to ensure that this goal is achieved.9

Moreover, education and social development are difficult to separate, as good education will demonstrate peaceful and harmonious social relationships.10

All types of innovation will have consequences, but if we continue to cling to an unchanging curriculum, it can be dangerous because it will cause knowledge to become obsolete and hinder the nation’s ability to keep up with the success brought by innovation. Therefore, various forms of creativity are needed in education, such as incorporating STEAM-based art
education to develop students’ ability to view things from different perspectives.11 In today’s society, people are indirectly required to use technology as well.12

But the curriculum is often the object of suffering, that the cause of educational failure is a curriculum that changes too often. It needs to be understood that the form of the curriculum must be dynamic, must change along with the changes, and is one of the parts that can make very relevant updates to a curriculum that meets all evaluation points that must be carefully prepared.13 Moreover, with the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic, education has also undergone significant changes.14 This has resulted in various innovations emerging to ensure the continuity of learning. However, difficulties have often arisen in various sectors, leading to crises that have not spared the education sector.15

The development of curriculum models is crucial for the advancement of education systems. In Indonesia, several curriculum models have been introduced, such as the KBK, KBM, KTSP, K13, and the latest one, the Kurikulum Merdeka. These models aim to provide a better quality of education for students and equip them with the necessary knowledge and skills to face the challenges of the future.

The implementation of these models has not been without challenges. Some argue that the constant changes in curriculum models have caused confusion among teachers and students, hindering the effectiveness of education. Meanwhile, others argue that these changes are necessary to keep up with the evolving needs of society and the global landscape.

However, with the changing times and increasingly complex demands, there have been innovations in curriculum development in Indonesia. The Kurikulum Merdeka is a new breakthrough in curriculum development that promotes a more flexible, adaptive, and responsive learning concept to meet the needs of students. Therefore, this theme is important to study in order to provide a better understanding of curriculum development in Indonesia and to consider the success of previous models in the context of the future.

RESEARCH METHOD

The type of research used is literature review method, which is a study that provides an overview of the development of a specific topic.\(^{16}\) When conducting a literature review, researchers gather information from a variety of sources to gain a better understanding of a specific topic. This method can also be used to prove a point or hypothesis, and the resulting report can be used to focus studies, develop theories, and identify gaps between theory and real-world results.

By conducting a literature review, researchers gather and evaluate data from a variety of sources related to their chosen topic. This process involves collecting and analyzing information, as well as identifying patterns and themes that emerge from the data. Ultimately, the goal of a literature review is to synthesize the findings from multiple sources into a cohesive, comprehensive report that can inform future research and practice in the field.\(^{17}\)

A literature review study can also develop methods used in web-based procedure techniques. This research began by collecting 40 identified journals, with data ranging from 2018-2022 to ensure the literature's relevance and up-to-dateness. The journals were obtained from Google Scholar, and then selected and filtered to obtain relevant data sources. In the final stage, the journals were analyzed, and the results were summarized. The hope is that the conclusions drawn from the analysis can serve as a basis for the concept of curriculum innovation models such as KBK, KBM, KTSP, K13, and Kurikulum Merdeka.\(^{18}\)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the results of the journal articles obtained by searching for the predetermined keywords, they were collected, sorted, and then processed by reading and analyzing each data, and linking them to the questions previously prepared by the researcher.

From the summary of the research above, the researcher collected and analyzed 11 types of journal articles using various analytical methods. The research method used in this study was descriptive qualitative, which involved the use of various data collection techniques.
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This journal aims to explore the concept of curriculum innovation models in depth. The purpose of this literature review study is to summarize, evaluate, and compare the results of previous research by describing the purpose of the review.\textsuperscript{19}

DISCUSSION

The function of the curriculum is to be beneficial in order to reach the point of knowledge that has been adjusted. Over time, there have been many changes that have occurred to citizens as well as various traditional values and updates on the condition and growth of students. Therefore, innovation in each curriculum is needed, including the following:
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1. KBK

   a. Definition of Competency-Based Curriculum

   The competency-based curriculum is a strategy in controlling the learning outcomes achieved by students, evaluations, study activities, and early reinforcement of learning in the development of school curriculums. This curriculum focuses on: (1) the required reactions and effects by students through effective learning skills and (2) the diversity that can be applied to meet their needs. The application of the competency-based curriculum is oriented towards advanced studies (master's studies).\textsuperscript{20}

---


Curriculum Based on Competency (KBK) focuses on the commitment of students in pursuing education, often also referred to as the center of education.  

b. Innovation Model in KBK

Competency-Based Curriculum aims to export students' skills as a whole, designing everything that is known and trying to apply it in everyday life. Another effort of the Competency-Based Curriculum is to regulate the conditions of students towards various abilities and train their abilities in learning to think and act, so the expression must be structural by considering all factors that affect the orientation of KBK.  

2. Definition of KBM

a. Explanation of Community-Based Curriculum

The community-based curriculum involves the content and subjects that are developed and implemented based on the policies and regulations of each region. It is tailored to suit the local environment, society, economy, traditions, and aligns with the needs of the local community. This enables students to learn about their environment and offers them opportunities to learn in a context that is relevant to their daily lives.

Another important aspect is to avoid isolation from nature, learn about the local culture, and foster an appreciation of the environment. Hence, this curriculum is often referred to as a region-based curriculum.  

b. Innovation Model in Community-Based Curriculum

Outlined below are several characteristics of community-based curriculum that make it an innovative model:

1) The characteristics of a community-based curriculum innovation include:  
   a. Community as the main focus, with textbook-based learning in the community.  
   b. Classroom discipline is mandatory and is held together, not by force.  
   c. The basic teaching style emphasizes solving problems according to individual needs and the needs of the community.  
   d. The relationship between schools and the surrounding community is one of cooperation, studying the local area's resources, utilization, and development.  
   e. Learning strategies include field trips, guest speakers,  
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community studies, camping, field work, community service, and community schools.

2) Activities of students and teachers

Activities such as problem-solving, independent learning, and creation are encouraged in students under the guidance of educators in community-based education. The materials obtained by the students should equip them with skills and knowledge to solve problems independently.

The role of educators in community-based curriculum is to facilitate, guide, and provide learning resources to students. They can facilitate students in their learning to produce graduates with skills and character. Ultimately, the skills acquired will be used to establish mutually beneficial relationships with the environment, traditions, and local communities.

3. KTSP

a. Definition of KTSP

After the implementation of competency-based curriculum in the academic year 2005/2006, a new policy was issued in 2006/2007 regarding the implementation of the curriculum known as KTSP (School Level Curriculum), which was intended to be implemented in schools until the 2009/2010 academic year. The changes were aimed at improving and enhancing the quality of education.

The implementation of the Curriculum Based on Competency in the academic year 2005/2006 was followed by a new policy in 2006/2007 related to the implementation of a curriculum called KTSP (Curriculum of Unit Level Education), and the implementation of KTSP was intended for schools until the academic year 2009/2010. The changes were made to improve and enhance the quality of education. The application of the Curriculum of Unit Level Education was a refinement of the Curriculum Based on Competency. "In article 1 paragraph (15) of Government Regulation No. 19 of 2005 concerning National Education Standards, it is stated that KTSP is an operational curriculum developed by and implemented by all educational units".

The components of KTSP include the educational objectives of the unit of education, the learning calendar, and the syllabus and implementation plan of the learning.

---

The KTSP is a concept of curriculum development that is implemented at the local level, specifically in schools and educational institutions. It is a modern approach to curriculum development that emphasizes independence and collaborative involvement, and facilitates learning techniques in schools. Independence is given to each individual learning process and schools are able to manage their own resources and funding flexibly. This allows them to focus on their strengths and allocate resources according to local needs, in order to meet those needs effectively.26

b. Model of Innovation in KTSP

The innovative aspects encompassed in the KTSP include the implementation of life skills training; the development of synchronized regional interests with unique characteristics and local needs; special curriculum for Islamic schools that holds significance despite being in sketch form and with a centralized, evolving structure; the growth of the curriculum (curriculum and lesson plans) and teaching and learning activities developed in a decentralized manner and in accordance with community participation.27

4. Curriculum 13

a. Definition of Curriculum 13

As time passes, human knowledge continues to increase, resulting in changes to the curriculum over time. The previous curriculum known as the School-Based Curriculum (KTSP) has been replaced with the current curriculum, known as the Curriculum 2013, due to the development of scientific knowledge. The government has been implementing Curriculum 2013 (K-13) since July 2013. The aim of Curriculum 2013 is to produce Indonesian individuals who are useful, imaginative, and effective by strengthening coherent behavior, skills, and knowledge.28

Mulyasa believes that Curriculum 2013 is a curriculum that emphasizes the development of character and the ability to apply various competencies to specific standards, resulting in tangible outcomes for students in the form of competency management.29
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Poerwati’s opinion supports Mulyasa’s view, stating that Curriculum 2013 is an integrated curriculum that combines skills, themes, concepts, and topics. From these perspectives, it can be concluded that Curriculum 2013 is a curriculum that is based on a balanced development of attitudes, skills, and knowledge, which serves as a guideline for conducting learning activities to achieve basic competencies and educational objectives. The aim is to improve the quality of the learning process and outcomes, which will lead to the formation of students’ character as a whole.

b. The principles of Curriculum 2013 development

Currently, the development of the character-based and competency-based Curriculum 2013 is aligned with the needs of citizens and the changing phenomena occurring in the country. The principles of this curriculum include: 1. Curriculum development is carried out in accordance with national education standards to achieve national educational goals, 2. The curriculum for all levels and types of education is developed based on the principle of diversity, with consideration for the needs of individual schools, regional capabilities, and students, 3. Core competencies are contextualized within each subject area, 4. Teaching and learning activities are carried out in an active, varied, creative, entertaining, and adrenaline-inducing manner to ensure that students’ participation is not passive. Adequate facilities are provided for creativity, self-directed learning, and the physical and mental abilities of students.

5. Merdeka Curriculum

a. Definition of Merdeka Curriculum.

Various national and international studies have shown that Indonesia has been experiencing a long-standing degradation of education, both in the industrial and financial centers, as well as in education centers. This situation has been exacerbated by the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. The concept of the "Merdeka Belajar" curriculum is the formation of independence in thinking, which is determined by educators and becomes the main pillar.

To overcome the crisis and various challenges, systemic changes are needed, one of which is through the curriculum. The curriculum determines the material taught in the classroom. The curriculum also influences how quickly and how teachers use it to meet students’ needs. That's why the Ministry of Education and

---


Culture developed the Merdeka Curriculum, which is an important part of the effort to recover from long-felt education crises. The Merdeka Curriculum is a universal internal study program with a unique idea that fundamentally risks until students have enough time to get used to sketches that can strengthen overall skills.

Teachers have the opportunity to choose learning tools that can synchronize learning with various student needs and desires. The Pancasila student profile achievement strengthening project is developed based on specific topics set by the government. The project's goal is not to achieve specific learning objectives, so it is not related to the content of the material.32

b. Pillars of Development in the Merdeka Curriculum

The curriculum change from the current curriculum to the Merdeka curriculum is not just a change, but rather a review of several evaluation points obtained from the 2013 curriculum. Firstly, it includes misconceptions of competencies which somewhat complicates educators in assessment, as they must be able to differentiate between assessing behavior, knowledge, and skills. Secondly, the high demands are driven to complete various materials within the given time, while the abilities of students vary greatly. Thirdly, the time limit is too rigid. The duration of learning for each learning objective is locked within a week, resulting in unfinished learning and students having to move on to the next lesson without fully understanding the previous one..

c. The Model of Merdeka Curriculum Innovation

The purpose of the introduction of the Merdeka Curriculum is to address the challenges in the era of Society 5.0, where the essence of the Merdeka Curriculum is the freedom of thinking that provides opportunities for students to develop into excellent resources.

The main policy is the implementation of national assessment, competency, and character surveys, where the assessment emphasizes the literacy and numeracy of students. Secondly, the opportunity to learn based on the use of Internet of Things, augmented reality, and artificial intelligence in learning provides opportunities for students to respond to global challenges.33

CONCLUSION

After critically analyzing several curriculum development models, including KBK, KBM, KTSP, K13, and Kurikulum Merdeka, it can be concluded that each model has its strengths and weaknesses. KBK is competency-based and emphasizes the development of skills and knowledge necessary for students to thrive in daily life. However, it has been criticized for being too rigid and not providing enough space for creativity. KBM is community-based and encourages students to learn about their local environment, culture, and traditions. It has the potential to foster a sense of belonging and respect for nature. However, it may not prepare students for a rapidly changing global environment. KTSP is a teacher-based model that allows for flexibility and adaptation to local needs. However, it lacks standardization and may not provide the necessary structure for effective learning. K13 is a student-centered approach that focuses on developing 21st-century skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, and communication. It has the potential to prepare students for a rapidly changing world, but it requires significant teacher training and support. Kurikulum Merdeka is a newly proposed model that emphasizes freedom, flexibility, and creativity. While it may provide space for innovation and self-expression, it may not provide the necessary structure and accountability for effective learning.

Overall, the choice of curriculum development model should be based on the needs and goals of the community, as well as the resources and support available to implement it effectively. It is also essential to consider the changing needs of the world and the skills that students will need to thrive in the future.

The analysis shows that each curriculum development model has its own strengths and weaknesses. The KBK and KBM models prioritize the needs and context of the local community and emphasize the development of students’ competencies and skills. The KTSP model emphasizes the flexibility and autonomy of schools and teachers, but may lead to inconsistencies in educational quality across different regions. The K13 model aims to integrate 21st-century competencies into the curriculum and provide a more student-centered approach to learning, but has faced challenges in implementation due to inadequate teacher training and infrastructure. The Kurikulum Merdeka, as a new and alternative model, has yet to be fully developed and implemented, but aims to provide a more holistic approach to education that integrates academic and non-academic skills.

In conclusion, curriculum development is a complex and ongoing process that requires continuous evaluation and improvement. While each model has its own unique features, the success of any curriculum ultimately depends on its effective implementation and its ability to meet the changing needs of students and society. Therefore, it is important for policymakers and
educators to consider the strengths and limitations of each model and to continuously innovate and adapt to the changing educational landscape.
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